About the Contributors

Sayeed Ahmed is an assistant professor in department of medicine in Melaka-Manipal medical college, Manipal University. His special interests include rheumatology, hematology, and research in medicine related software.

Denise Amos is the co-director of the Louisville Writing Project. Currently she is a writing resource teacher for Shelby County Public Schools in Shelbyville, Kentucky.

Kumiko Aoki received her PhD in communication and information sciences from the University of Hawaii in 1995. She was assistant professor of Information Technology at the Rochester Institute of Technology, U.S.A. from 1995 to 1998 and was assistant professor of communication at Boston University, U.S.A. from 1998 to 2003. In December 2003, she returned to her home country, Japan, to take up a position as associate professor at the National Institute of Multimedia Education. Her research interests include cultural issues in global education and learning styles, the use of ICT in international education, and international distance learning.

Andre L. Araujo’s current research focuses on virtual teams, computer-mediated work, IT in developing countries, collaborative technologies and organizational/interpersonal impacts of IT. He has employed empirical analysis and longitudinal experiments to study group processes and outcomes in virtual teams. His research has been recognized by a Provost’s Dissertation Award for Excellence in research at the University of Oklahoma. He has also been selected to the prestigious ICIS Doctoral Consortium. His work has appeared in a number of international conferences such as AMCIS, JAIS Theory Workshop (ICIS), GITMA, and IFIP. Professor Araujo also lectured in several countries including New Zealand, South Korea, and the United States.

Keith Baker is a research associate at the University of Manchester, Architectural Research Centre (MARC) and a PhD candidate at the University of Birmingham. His research investigates the role of boundary-spanning in complex public private partnerships in English local government. He is currently working on a project that examines the role of partnerships in domestic residential development.

Margaret Baguley is a lecturer in Arts Education in the Faculty of Education at the University of Tasmania, Australia. She has been involved in the primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors since 1989 as a primary art specialist, secondary art teacher, and tertiary arts educator. Her research interest is in the dynamics of the collaborative process and the creation of the third entity which is the physical manifestation of a successful collaboration.
Maria Elizabeth Bianconcini de Almeida is a professor in the post graduate program in Education: Curriculum and in the Department of Computer Science at the Pontifical Catholic University. She holds a Doctor in Education from the Pontifical Catholic University of São Paulo. Dr. Bianconcini de Almeida is a researcher and specialist in training educators in incorporating information and communication technology into educational practice, and in distance education through digital media and digital inclusion. She is Coordinator of the Technologies and School Management project.

Paul Boyd-Batstone is an associate professor in the Department of Teacher Education at California State University, Long Beach. He is co-author of Crossroads: Literature and language in culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms, published by Merrill/Prentice Hall. His most recent book published by Allyn & Bacon is Differentiated early literacy for English language learners: Practical strategies; Anecdotal records assessment: An observational tool with a standards-based focus, Christopher-Gordon Publishers Inc.; and Engaging English learners: Exploring literature, developing literacy, and differentiating instruction, Pearson Education Publishers. He chairs the International Reading Association’s Commission on Second Language Literacy and Learning which has opened up opportunities to conduct teacher development and literacy work in Guatemala schools.

Michael Berry, PhD, moved to Finland in 1975 as a Fulbright professor and remained in Finnish universities. He is currently retired but still teaching as a Docent of Intercultural Relations at the Turku School of Economics and a Visiting Professor at Johannes Kepler University in Austria. His teaching and research has focused on intercultural communication. His intercultural management course was designated the best Finnish intercultural business course in 2007 by the Finnish Association of Graduates in Economics and Business Administration.

Rakesh Biswas is currently working as associate professor of medicine, People’s College of Medical Sciences, Bhopal, India after having recently completed a two-year teaching stint in the same position in Manipal University, Melaka Malaysia. He is chiefly interested in promoting patient centered collaborative learning utilizing a Web interface and is presently engaged in different projects related to the same.

Baruch S. Blumberg, long affiliated with the Fox Chase Cancer Center as a Distinguished Scientist, has also worked at the National Institutes of Health, Oxford University and the University of Pennsylvania, among other institutions in the U.S. and abroad. He served as the first NASA Astrobiology Institute Director from 1999 - 2002 and has remained associated with NASA since then. Dr. Blumberg’s research has covered many areas including clinical research, epidemiology, virology, genetics, and anthropology. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1976 for the discovery of the Hepatitis B virus. He and his colleagues later developed the Hepatitis B vaccine.

Glorianne Bradshaw is a National Board Certified Teacher (NBCT) and teaches first grade at Valley Elementary School in Crystal, North Dakota. Gloriannne has articles published in The Quarterly of the National Writing Project. She is also a teacher-consultant with the Red River Valley Writing Project.

Michael Brannick received his PhD in industrial and organizational psychology from Bowling Green State University. He is currently a professor in the Psychology Department at the University of South Florida. His research interests include meta analysis, statistical methods, and teams. He is the
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co-author of several books, including *Job analysis: Methods, research and applications for human resource management in the new millennium*, and *Team performance assessment and measurement*.

Rubye Braye, PhD, Wu Li Turtle Corporation, is a trusted adviser, consultant, coach, and speaker on leadership and organizational performance for clients in both public and private sectors.

Yvonne Brunetto is a senior lecturer at the Griffith Business School’s Department of Management, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia, and a Researcher at the Griffith University Centre for Work, Leisure, and Community Research. One of her research areas is investigating factors affecting the networking behaviour of SME owner/managers.

Garry Burnett is a doctoral candidate in the Information Systems and Technology Management Department at the George Washington University’s School of Business. Garry’s research interests are in the areas of virtual teamwork and team learning. His research has been published in the *International Encyclopedia of Organization Studies*. Garry’s research has been presented at the 2006 Academy of Management Annual Meeting, at the 2006 Organizational Learning, Knowledge and Capabilities Conference, and the Fifth Research Conference on Human and Organizational Studies. Garry is a member of the Association for Information Systems, the Academy of Management, as well as the PhD Project’s Information Systems Doctoral Students Association where he leads a Mentoring Committee.

Apivut Chakuthip is a PhD candidate at Griffith University in Australia. His specialization is in examining cross-cultural factors affecting IT adoption. He is currently working as a senior manager in market intelligence in Australia.

Susan Crichton is an associate professor in the Faculty of Education at the University of Calgary, Canada. She is in the specialization of Educational Technology, working on issues of online learning, teacher preparation (specifically as it relates to online learning). She has been involved in international work in China and Chile.

Sandra Chrystal, associate professor of clinical, teaches *Advanced Oral Communication in Business: Using 21st Century Technologies to Achieve Strategic Goals*, *Advanced Writing for Business, Communication Strategy for Business*, and *Public Communication in Ethics and Research* for the Marshall School of Business at USC. She also teaches ethics modules for the Leventhal School of Accounting at USC and introductory ethics micro seminars for freshman orientations. She has taught at USC since 1999. Prior to working at USC, Dr. Chrystal taught at the University of Notre Dame, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Clayton State College & University. Sandra has received several teaching awards, including: “Teaching Has No Boundaries” (2006 first place winner, 2002 finalist), the 2007 Good Neighbor Faculty Award, and the 2007 Evan C. Thompson “Teaching and Learning Innovation” award for the Marshall School of Business.

Vanessa Clark has considerable experience as project coordinator having managed over 25 projects to completion for the New Zealand Tourism Research Institute since 2003. Vanessa holds a BA, BCom and Dip Environmental Management as well as having experience in the hospitality sector. Her Masters thesis explores the linkages between small tourism operators and communities, and the role they play...
in engaging community support for sustainable tourism development. Vanessa has a keen interest in conservation and sharing the values which protect our natural environment, and has been involved in a number of conservation and visitor related projects.

**Elena Corradini**, a public librarian since 1997, was awarded a MA in International Information Studies in 2004 from the universities of Northumbria (Newcastle, UK) and Parma (Italy) with the dissertation *Teens and library services: Experiences, expectations, perspectives: An exploratory study*. Currently involved in the planning of a digital repository for her community, her main research interests are in library services to children and young adults, information literacy and lifelong learning. She collaborates with the Digital Libraries Learning Master course (DILL), jointly organized by the universities of Parma (Italy), Tallinn (Estonia) and Oslo (Norway).

**Carole Cox** is a professor in the College of Education at California State University, Long Beach, where she was named the university’s Outstanding Professor in 2001. The author of *Teaching language arts: A student-centered classroom, 6th ed.* (Pearson/Allyn & Bacon, 2008), her research focuses on student response to film and literature. Her most recent book with co-author Paul Boyd-Batstone is *Engaging English learners: Exploring literature, developing literacy, and differentiating instruction* (Pearson/Merrill Prentice Hall, 2008).

**Susanne Croasdaile** is a program specialist in the area of curriculum and instruction at the Virginia Department of Education’s Training and Technical Assistance Center at the Virginia Commonwealth University. She works with virtual and face-to-face teams focusing on educational systems change to meet the needs of all learners in Virginia public schools.

**Sumit Dahiya** is currently working as assistant professor of psychiatry at Melaka-Manipal impairment (particularly in relation to diabetes), child and adolescent psychiatry and medical education including health informatics.

**Beverly-Jean Daniel** has extensive experience working in the nonprofit and education sector providing training, facilitation, program assessment, and consulting. She currently teaches in the Faculty of Education at York University in Toronto Ontario.

**Premalatha Das** is presently an assistant professor in community medicine, Manipal University, Malaysia. Her areas of interest include medical education, industrial health and epidemiology.

**Alanah Davis** is pursuing her PhD in IT in the College of Information Science and Technology at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. Her current research interests include virtual teams, group support systems, and e-commerce. Her research work has been presented at various peer-reviewed conferences and workshops. She earned a MS in e-commerce from Creighton University prior to joining the PhD program.

**Frances Deepwell** is an educational developer and research fellow in the Centre for the Study of Higher Education at Coventry University, UK. Her research interests are in innovation and sustainable change in higher education, with a particular emphasis on e-learning. She leads the Postgraduate Certifi-
Elizabeth DePoy is vice president of Evaluation Practice and ASTOS and professor at the University of Maine. Her publications include eight print books, three electronic books, and over 60 journal articles. Her teaching and research interests are in methods of inquiry, universal access, and social justice. Most recently, Dr. DePoy has engaged in theory generation and testing with emphasis on the application of legitimacy theory to diversity and advancement of universal ideology. She has applied this interest to disability, other areas of human diversity, and to furthering equality of access to community resources for all people. Of particular note, Dr. DePoy, along with Dr. Gilson, has written on rethinking disability as an important and overlooked element of human diversity. Reconceptualizing disability as diversity has the potential to reshape responses away from specialized and segregating inclusive and citizen-affirming.

Kathryn Dixon (BEd, Post Grad Dip Ed Admin, MEd, and PhD), is a senior lecturer who coordinates the Postgraduate Program in the School of Education at Curtin University of Technology in Western Australia. She teaches at both undergraduate and postgraduate level in the areas of adult education, teaching strategies, training and development, reflective and professional practice and organisational change. Kathryn’s research focuses upon organisational development and online and blended learning. Supporting the adult learner is at the forefront of her teaching and postgraduate supervision and research. Kathryn is currently supervising a number of doctoral students who are investigating the use of information and communication technology in educational contexts.

Robert Dixon (BEd, MEd.) is a lecturer and the coordinator of the Training and Development program in the School of Education at Curtin University of Technology in Western Australia. He teaches in the area of adult education, teaching strategies, training and development, reflective practice and organisational change as well as being responsible for facilitating teaching qualifications for academic staff. Robert is at the submission stage of his PhD which relates to Educational Leadership and reflective practice through the use of Electronic Portfolios. Other research interests include the pedagogy of online learning and the development of online learning programs.

Nathaniel Dobbin is a research officer & Web developer at the New Zealand Tourism Research Institute. He has seven years experience in the IT industry with a broad skill base including IT support, Web design, and development, human computer interaction, and search engine optimisation. While at NZTRI he has worked on a variety of projects providing IT knowledge, and expertise with Web-based platforms in particular, to complement the Institute’s tourism research focus. Key areas of interest are the integration of online technologies with strategies for sustainable tourism development.

Toby Emert currently teaches in the Department of Education at Agnes Scott College, where he directs the teacher education program. He also teaches in the Creative Arts in Learning Graduate Program for Lesley University in Cambridge, MA, and travels around the country conducting workshops and courses for educators. He began his own teaching career at Bayside Middle School in Virginia Beach, Virginia, where he taught Seventh Grade English and Drama I, and he has since worked for the University of Texas, Austin, Longwood College, the University of Virginia, and Kennesaw State University.
Eric Evans is the founder and president of Peak Learning Companies, Inc. He uses the wilderness as a metaphor for five principle values illustrated in the F.I.V.E.-O Model for embracing new opportunities, developing innovative ideas, and examining learning new perspectives.

Chijioke J. Evoh is completing a doctoral dissertation at the Milano School of Management and Public Policy, the New School University, New York City. He is a teaching Fellow with the New York City Department of Education and an adjunct instructor at the College of New Rochelle, New Rochelle, New York. His scholarship connects various complementary issues in collaborative partnerships, information and communication technologies (ICTs) in development, comparative education, educational leadership and policy analysis.

Lisa Faithorn, a cultural anthropologist and organizational researcher, served as the NASA Astrobiology Institute’s Manager of Collaborative Research from 2000 - mid-2004. She currently is working as an ethnographer on two NASA projects both involving distributed groups of Mission Operations Flight Controllers and software developers. Prior to her affiliation with the Universities Space Research Association in 2000, Dr. Faithorn worked in academia for 25 years and also consulted with numerous non-profit, business, and governmental organizations, focusing on cross-cultural communication, organizational culture and the management of effective distributed teams.

Rodney Farr-Wharton is a senior lecturer in Technology, Faculty of Business, University of the Sunshine Coast, Maroochydore, Queensland, Australia, and a Researcher at the University of the Sunshine Coast SCRIBE research centre. One of his research areas is operationalising the social capital theoretical framework to examine innovative behaviour.

Iris Fischlmayr currently holds the position of an assistant professor of Business Administration at the Department of International Management at the Johannes Kepler University in Linz. She is engaged in teaching and research in the field of cross-cultural management and organizational behaviour. Her focus is in expatriation, women in international management, virtual multicultural teams, and cultural sensitivity. She is involved in various international projects with international partner universities and multinational companies. Currently, she is writing her postdoctoral lecture qualification on different behavioural influences on virtual multicultural team work.

Ingo Frost studied applied system science and cognitive science at the University of Osnabrück and at the New Bulgarian University in Sofia. In 2005 he obtained a bachelor in cognitive science and a diploma in system science. He is author of the first scientific book about the Internet Encyclopaedia Wikipedia and focused his research on collaboration through modern Web technologies. In 2006, he joined Pumacy Technologies AG as project engineer for knowledge management and is an active member in the national workgroup for informal learning of the UN Decade “Education for Sustainable Development.”

Stephen Gilson completed his PhD in medical sciences, he was awarded a post-doctoral fellowship at the National Institute of Drug Abuse in Baltimore Maryland. He now is professor of Interdisciplinary Education in Disability Studies at the University of Maine. His research interests and publications have focused disability identity, experiences of domestic violence and women with disabilities, disability theory, disability as diversity, universal access, social justice, and health and disability policy and
advocacy. Dr Gilson has authored and/or co-authored seven books, has contributed many chapters to edited collections, and has over 40 articles published in peer reviewed journals. He is currently pursuing a collaborative research agenda in expanding access to health and prevention information through multiple approaches. Through the lens of disability as diversity, Dr. Gilson has worked to rethink and expand policy from population specific to universal responses that are egalitarian and humanitarian.

**Alexandros Gkikas** was born in Trikala, Greece. He holds a degree from the Theological Department of Aristotelian University in Thessaloniki. He also graduated from the OEEK, Department of the Information Technology being Technician of Computer Systems. He holds a Masters degree from the School of Humanitarian Studies of the Greek Open University. Since 1989 he has taught in Secondary Education and has worked on school projects using Information and Communication Technologies in Education and innovative educational processes to promote the equality of the sexes in the educational system as well as supporting students with learning difficulties like dyslexia.

**Mary J. Granger** is a professor of Information Systems and Technology Management at George Washington University, Washington, DC. Professor Granger has received numerous faculty development grants and several teaching awards. Some of her research interest include: Information systems curriculum development and design, system analysis and design, database design, international Information Systems, human-computer interactions, and ethical issues in the computing environment. She was awarded a Fulbright Scholar to teach at the Warsaw School of Economics and was a Fulbright Senior Scholar at the Institute for Finance and Economics in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.

**Peter Groenewegen**, PhD in science studies University of Amsterdam has been professor of Organization science at the Faculty of Social Sciences of the VU University in Amsterdam since 2007. Before that he worked in various Dutch universities in the field of science and society. His research interests cover science technology and organization studies employing social network analysis. Currently he is working on organizational networks studies of groups in crisis organizations. His articles appeared in *Research Policy, Science Technology and Human Values, Scientometrics,* and *Organizational Research Methods*.

**Janet Holland** completed a PhD in teaching and leadership, instructional design and technology, with a minor in communications from the University of Kansas. Dr. Holland currently serves as an assistant professor at Emporia State University teaching pre-service teachers and master degree students in instructional design and technology.

**Aleksej Heinze** is a lecturer in the Salford Business School, University of Salford, England. His current research interests are concerned with the practice of blended e-learning in higher education and the general application of information technology for educational purposes. Additionally his interests include information security standards, search engine optimization and general software engineering. He is a member of the British Computer Society and the UK Higher Education Academy.

**Steffan Holmquist** is the Americas Regional Director for Information Technology and Process Control Systems for Capsugel, a division of Pfizer Inc. He has worked in a variety of industries in his 27 years of work experience including manufacturing for pharmaceuticals and automotive, retail and
investment banking, education and shipping. Steffan holds an AS in Computer Science from Rochester Institute of Technology.

**Larry Irons** received his PhD in Sociology from Washington University in St. Louis where he was a University Fellow. He is a learning architect with Teleologic Learning Company and an Assistant Adjunct Professor of Sociology at the University of Missouri - St. Louis. His professional experience includes strategic planning with clients on collaboration and knowledge sharing issues in communities of practice, learning architecture, customer experience management, organizational communication, and disaster planning. His publications appear in *Theory and Society, Management Communication Quarterly, Education, Technology, and Society, Journal of the United States Distance Learning Association, and Homeland Security Affairs*. He is coauthor, with Craig Baldwin and Philip Palin, of *Catastrophe Preparation and Prevention for Law Enforcement Professionals*, McGraw-Hill, 2008, and *Catastrophe Preparation and Prevention for Fire Service Professionals*, McGraw-Hill, 2008.

**Steven Jeddeloh** is a former jazz musician and veteran OD practitioner who works with executives and management teams interested in improving performance. He has a published chapter in the book, *12 Step Wisdom at Work*, and a forthcoming work in *Transforming Life and Work Through Interpretive Phenomenology*. Steven is also an adjunct professor at Capella University, and has been an independent consultant since 1995.

**Panagiotis Kampylis** has graduated the Faculty of Primary Education of the National and Capodistrian University of Athens. He has studied Music Theory and has done refresh training studies. He has worked as a primary school teacher since 1994. Currently he is a scholar of the Greek State Scholarships Foundation and PhD candidate in the Department of Computer Science and Information Systems of University of Jyväskylä, Finland. His research interests include collaborative creativity, the construction of improvised musical instruments, and the utilization of ICT and e-learning in primary education. He has authored and co-authored several pedagogical books and articles.

**Mairi Kershaw**, after graduating in biology from London University, Mairi entered education, first specializing in Math and Science and then, after over twenty years practice in schools, OE and EE and adult sectors, taking an MSc /PG Dip Ed in Education for Sustainability at South Bank University, London. For 10 years, Mairi has focussed on this emerging discipline through practice and theory, contributing to the field at the local, regional and national level, including holding the chairmanship of the Education Dialogue Group. She has published various papers and chapters relating to lifelong learning, “e-learning,” education reform and networking for ESD.

**Virginia King** is a higher education consultant working with a range of UK universities including the Centre for the Study of Higher Education at Coventry University. Her background in commercial IT and expertise in evaluation, project management, and team development have underpinned her academic career. Her research interests are in the staff experience, and in using technology to enhance the currency, relevance and accessibility of educational provision. **Since 2006, she** has acted as the convener of the iPED (inquiring pedagogies) annual international conference: www.coventry.ac.uk/iped2008.
Tine Köhler, MA, is a doctoral candidate in industrial and organizational psychology (George Mason University). Köhler moved to the USA in 2002 as a Fulbright exchange student. She received her master’s degree in industrial and organizational psychology from GMU in 2004. She is currently a doctoral candidate at GMU and is a supporting faculty member for Cross-cultural and Global Management at GMU’s School of Management. Her main research interests include internationally distributed teams, cross-cultural communication, group norms, statistical methods, psychological contracts, trust, and organizational deviance.

Dimitris Konetas is the secretary of the board of directors of the Greek Union of Computer Scientists. He received his diploma from the Computer Engineering & Informatics Department of the University of Patra in 1992, and is currently a PhD student at the ICT and Distance Education Laboratory of the Preschool Education Department of the University of Ioannina. He has been working as an Information Technology consultant and as a System (Librarian) Administrator. He has also participated in a variety of E.C. projects and personnel training programs. He is currently teaching Computer Science in 4th TEE of Ioannina and the Technological Educational Institution of Epirus, Greece.

Linda Larson is an assistant professor in the Burton College of Education in the Educational Leadership and Instructional Technology Department at McNeese State University, Louisiana where she received the Pinnacle Award for Teaching Excellence. Her most recent publication is “Teachers Bridge to Constructivism” in K. McCauley & G. Pannozzo (Eds.) Annual editions: Educational Psychology 7/08 Twenty-Second Edition. Her research focuses on professional development and technology integration in higher education and K-12 schools. She is currently conducting research related to Louisiana’s Turned On To Learning Laptop Initiative and the Promethean Activclassroom (interactive Whiteboard): Integration for Improving Teacher Candidate Academic Performance.

Niki Lambropoulos is a PhD student at the Centre for Interactive Systems Engineering, London South Bank University with Dr. Xristine Faulkner, and professor Fintan Culwin. She holds two BAs and a diploma in education from the University of Athens, Greece and an MA in ICT in education from the Institute of Education, University of London. Now she works as an e-learning consultant, and operational researcher and analyst in e-business. She has widely published in the field. She is located in London and enjoys working collaboratively over the Net.

Edwin Lee Wen Hoo is currently working as senior technical program manager at Intel Malaysia. He heads Intel Malaysia Innovation Center and leads strategic and innovation programs especially in health informatics. His interest is path finding new IT usage models in healthcare.

Gilliean Lee received a BS and an MS degree in computer science from Sogang University, Korea in 1992 and 1994, respectively. He worked as a senior software researcher at Hyundai Electronics Co., Hyundai Information Tech. Co. and Posdata Co. before accepting a University of Florida Alumni Fellowship to study at the University of Florida. He received his MS and PhD degrees in CISE from the University of Florida in 2003 and 2005, respectively, and is now a faculty member at Lander University, USA. His research interests include e-learning, Web ontology, e-business, collaborative systems, distributed systems, and music informatics.
Diego Liberati, PhD Electronic and Biomedical Engineering, Milano Institute of Technology. Director of Research, Italian National Research Council. Author of 50 papers on ISI Journals, editor and author of books and chapters, Secretary of the Biomedical Engineering Society of the Italian Electronic Engineering Association (and Milano prize laureate in 1987), he has chaired scientific committees for conferences and grants. As a visiting scientist at Rockefeller University, New York University, University of California and International Computer Science Institute, he has directed joint projects granted by both private and public institutions and mentored dozens of pupils toward and beyond their doctorates.

Qing Li is an associate professor in the Faculty of Education at the University of Calgary, Canada. She received her PhD from the University of Toronto specializing in educational technology. Her research focuses on educational technology, mathematics education, teacher education, and cyberbullying.

Jennifer V. Lock is an assistant professor in the Faculty of Education at the University of Calgary. She teaches both in the undergraduate and graduate programs. Her current research interests involve online learning communities, e-learning, online collaboration, building capacity of online educators, and integrating technology in education and teacher education.

Lois Lukens (Loey) has 25 years of experience in the field of change management and organization development and currently leads the Global Projects Team for General Motors Corporation (GM). Loey has an MA in interpersonal and organizational communication. She has consulted in every region on projects that have touched every function in the corporation. She spent five years as an expatriate in Germany, and worked outside General Motors as an independent consultant. Loey, her husband and son reside in Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan with two cats and two dogs. They love to travel the world, snow ski, and scuba dive.

Kathy Lynch is an associate professor in ICT Research and Development, at the University of the Sunshine Coast, Queensland, Australia (previously of Monash University, Melbourne). Her current research interests encompass collaborative work, enabling and emerging technologies, HCI, usability, and IS/ICT education. She has a Doctor of Philosophy (Education), together with other qualifications in the disciplines of IT and education. She is the editor-in-chief of the Interdisciplinary Journal of Information, Knowledge, and Management (IJIKM).

Jayanthy Maniam has worked as the head of ICT R&D Centre of the School of Computer Technology of Sunway University College, Malaysia for more than six years. She had worked closely with industrial and institutional partners and clients on cooperative research in the areas of mobile technology, neurosurgery log system, Augmented Reality, Web based technology, school library network application and 3D and video production. At present, she is working as business analyst/project manager for Taten Pty Ltd in Melbourne, Australia.

Christine Marrett (PhD) has been involved with the evolution of distance education at The University of the West Indies since 1982. Her thesis on institutional collaboration in distance education at the tertiary level reflects her interest in maximising the use of limited resources in the small, developing countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean.

Ann Marsden is an associate lecturer with the School of Economics and Finance in the Faculty of Business at the University of Tasmania, Australia. She has a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in geography
(Durham) and a Master of Science in economics (London). She has taught economics in the tertiary education sector in Australia for the last 10 years. Prior to that, she was employed as an economist with London Underground (the Tube). Her research interests are in the area of industry economics particularly focusing on the way that businesses use price discrimination strategies. She is also investigating the teaching of price discrimination theory at an undergraduate level. She is currently Setting Examiner for the Tasmanian Certificate of Education Economics ECN5C.

Neli Maria Mengalli is to get a doctorate in the post graduation program in education: Curriculum and professor at the college of education of the Pontifical Catholic University in São Paulo. She worked at the course of training of School Managers for the Use of Information and Communication Technology of the Technologies and School Management Project. In context of the Master’s degree her dissertation was defended in October 2006. The current project of research includes the educational design for Communities of Practice in Education and the study of collaborative learning environments.

Simon Milne is professor of Tourism at the Auckland University of Technology and has directed the New Zealand Tourism Research Institute (www.nztri.org) since its inception in 1999. Simon completed his PhD in economic geography at Cambridge in 1989. He taught at McGill University, Montreal from 1989 until 1998 where he established the McGill Tourism Research Group. Professor Milne has considerable international experience in local and regional economic impact assessment, labour market analysis, small and medium enterprise performance, industry sector analysis, the formulation of tourism-related development strategies, and the links between information technology, tourism and local economic development.

Nikos Minaoglou is an experienced schoolteacher with more than 20 years of teaching experience and participation in educational projects. His specialisation is the use of ICT in primary education and e-learning tutoring at the Greek School Network (http://www.sch.gr/en/). He is currently the assistant Headmaster at the 22o primary School of Nikaia, Athens.

Jeffrey Mok is an assistant professor of Miyazaki International College, Japan. Teaching for the past 12 years, with five years of training teachers in Higher Education, he has taught in Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan. A co-editor of a book, Problem-based Learning: New Directions and Approaches, his research interests are in education, cognition, learning methodologies, online learning, TESOL, and learning with technologies.

Tobias Müller-Prothmann, Dipl.-Soz., studied sociology and political economics at the University of Heidelberg. From 2000 to 2005, he was a research associate at the Institute for Media and Communication Studies, Free University of Berlin. He specialized in the research on social networks in knowledge and innovation management. He was also lecturer at the Institute of Electronic Business, Berlin University of the Arts. From 2005 to 2007, he worked with a German think tank as head of Department for Economic Growth and Innovation. In 2007, he joined Pumacy Technologies AG, a leading knowledge management solution provider, as team manager innovation management.

John D. Murphy is pursuing his PhD in IT in the College of Information Science and Technology at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. His primary research interest is collaboration in both tradi-
tional face-to-face and virtual teams, with special focus on theory-driven development of collaborative systems that advance group productivity, satisfaction, and ideation. His other research areas include interdisciplinary collaboration and IT adoption.

Carolyn Nodder is an NZTRI researcher, educator and consultant. Her experience includes 12 years in the New Zealand Travel and Tourism industry, where she has gained a rich insight into the effective application of new technologies in the airline, travel agency and tourism sectors. Carolyn has been a member of a number of commercial research and evaluation projects in New Zealand, the South Pacific and Canada and has developed and delivered training and workshop programmes for groups based in the South Pacific, Vietnam, Chile, and New Zealand. Her PhD research is focused on the role of information and communication technologies in tourism SME network formation.

Cheryl North-Coleman currently teaches literacy courses in the Department of Education at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. She began her own teaching career in Harford County, Maryland where she taught English Language Arts and creative writing to middle and high school students. She is also a teacher-consultant with the Maryland and Delaware Writing Projects.

Bolanle A. Olaniran (PhD, University of Oklahoma, 1991) is a professor in the Department of Communication Studies at Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. His research areas include: computer-mediated communication, globalization, cross cultural communication, and organization communication. His works have appeared in international, national, regional journals and several book chapters. The author would like to thank Dr. Mary Frances Agnello (Texas Tech University) for her assistance with the manuscript.

Sofia Papadimitriou was born in Athens and studied Mathematics in Athens University. She received a Master Degree in Computer Science in 1986 from Athens University. She has been an ICT Secondary teacher since 1990, teaching Computer Science in Gymnasium and Technical Schools. She has worked in Greek Educational Television since September 2007.

Darren Pullen is a lecturer in ICT, Health Science and Professional Studies in the Faculty of Education at the University of Tasmania, Australia. He has a diverse background with previous employment as a research fellow in the health sector, ICT consultant and educator. His research interest is in the management of change processes with a particular interest in the micro-meso-macro level relationships between technology innovations and human-machine (humachine) relationships and interactions.

Sheryl Ramsay is a lecturer at the Griffith University Business School’s Department of Management, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia, and a researcher at the Griffith University Centre for Work, Leisure and Community Research. One of her research interests includes examining the impact of trust on decision-making.

Robert J. Redmon is an associate professor of Reading and Education at Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, Texas. Robert teaches graduate curriculum studies courses and undergraduate courses leading to secondary school teacher licensure. Robert became interested in the power of email discussion groups as a professional development tool while working with the Oklahoma State University
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Robert is a veteran of public school teaching, having taught high school English for over 30 years prior to coming to higher education.

**Petrea Redmond** is a lecturer in ICT integration, curriculum and pedagogy at the University of Southern Queensland in Toowoomba, Australia. She worked at the University of Calgary, Canada as part of a faculty exchange program. Petrea has worked in schools with teachers, Principals and students in the area of ICT integration. Her current work is in the areas of Girls in ICT, ICT integration, community of inquiry, online and blended learning.
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